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An ordered n-tuph (Vi], Yn, . . . , win) is called a sequential abding of graph G if 
{Wit, Q, -0. l win} = v(o) and the subgraph induced by (vi,, viz, . . . , vii) is connected for 1 s jl n. 
Let a(~; G) denote the munber of sequential labellings of G with vi1 = v. Vertex Y is defined to be 
an (HTIption enter of G if o is maximized at v. This is shown to generalize the concept of a branch 
weight centroid of a tree since a vertex in a tree is an accretion center if and only if it is a centroid 
vertex. It is not, however, ageneralization f the concept of a median since for a general graph an 
accretion center is not ncmsarily a vertex of minimum distance. A method for computing a(v; G) 
based upon edge contractions is described. 
1. Introductioa 
In a simple connected graph G with vertex set v(G) and edge set E(G) the distance 
between vertices u and v, denoted &(u, v) or simply d(sc, v), equals the smallest 
number of edges in a path connecting u and Y. The eccentricity of ue V(G) is 
defined by e(u) = max{d(u, ): v E Y(G)}, and u is called a center if function e is 
minimized at u. The distance of vertex uis defined by d(u) = z,.E v(old(u, v), and u is 
called a median if function d is minimized at u. Starting with Hakimi [I] these 
concepts have been used extensively in facility location problems. Extensive 
bibliographies of single facility and multifacility location problems may be found in 
Handler and Mirchandani 121 and even more recently in Tansel, Francis asld Lowe 
17). These concepts are generalized in (51 and [6] where the k-cenfrum of G, denoted 
C(G; k), is defined, and C(G; 1) is the collection of centers and C(G; lV(G)l) is the 
collection of medians. If T is a tree and u E c/(T), the branch weighf of la’, deiroted 
bw(u), is the largest number of vertices in a component of T- u. Vertex u is called a 
(branch weight) centroid if bw is minimized at u. 
Theorem 1 (Jordan [3]). A tree T has either one center or two adjacent centers, and 
tree T has either one cent&d or two adjacent centroids. 
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Theorem 2 (Zelinka [g]). For any tree T vertex u is a median if and only if u is a 
centroid. 
The concept of a centroid has been extended so that it is defined for all graphs [4]. 
In the context of competitive location theory the “security center” is defined based 
upon the idea that “vertex u is more central than vertex v if u is closer to more 
vertices than v is”. In general, the security center and the collection of medians can 
be disjoint. 
In this paper the idea of a sequential labelling of a graph is introduced, and 
“accretion centers” are defined for all graphs. As these vertices correspond to the 
centroids when one has a tree, but in general are distinct from the medians of a 
graph, we have a generalization f the concept of branch weight but not distance. 
2. Sequential labellings; accretion centers 
Suppose that at each location corresponding to a vertex of V(G) = {vi, ~2, . .. , v,,} 
a (similar) facility is to be created. For example, assume such problems as maintain- 
ing the security of transmissions can be overcome, and an electronic mail system is 
to be established in North America with transmitters and receivers to be established 
in Acapulco, Mexico City, Juarez, Albuquerque, San Francisco, Waterloo and New 
York. Perhaps only two facilities can be created with an initial investment, and, as 
revenue isgenerated from existing facilities, other cities will be added to the elec- 
tronic network until ali seven facilities are complete. In this case, where communica- 
tion would be possible between any two cities, one might consider all 7! = 5040 
orderings of the cities before deciding the sequence in which facilities are to be built. 
Note that while a New York - San Francisco link might bring in the most revenue to 
start, perhaps an Acapulco-Mexico City-Juarez linkage would bring in more 
revenue than any other linkage of three cities. For a long-term benefit, this might 
mean that the first two cities chosen would be Acapulco and Mexico City. Thus it is 
not necessary todecide where to locate one or several facilities, but rather “Where 
first? Where second? . . .” One might choose as 64first” the vertex leaving the most 
flexibility of choice for the other locations if, for example, r:venue producing values 
are initially unknown. 
An ordered n-tuple (vii, vi2, .. . , vi,) is called a sequential Welling of G if 
and the subgralsh induced by {vi,, Viz, . . . , vii) is connected for 15 js n. Equivalently, 
(vil, Vi29 l **9 Vi,11 is a sequential labelling if V(G) = {vi!, Via, . . . , Vin} and 2 = js n 
implies vii is adiiacent tosome Vih with 1 s h s j - 1. For example (vj, vI, v4, ~7, vs, v6, ~2) 
is a sequential I!abelling ofG1 in Fig. 1. For each VE V(G) let o(v; 0) be the number 
of sequential l ,belliags with Vi] = v. Vertex u is now defined to be an accretion center 
of G if a(u; Gjt ra(v; G) f3r all VE C’(G). 
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Sequential &belling (~4 ~5 v7, ~6) 
u(v,;Gl)=~(w2;G,)=20 
u(v3; G1) = 120 
a(v4; GI) = 160 
a(uS;GI)=o(~7;GI)=50 
b(b+j; G,) = 20 
Fig. 1. A sequential labelling of G1 obtained from sequential labellings of the components of G1 - 
(w, v4) and choice of SI . 
A bridge of a (connected) graph G is an edge (u, w) whose removal would discon- 
nect he graph. If (u, w) is a bridge, then U and W will represent the components af 
G - (u, w) conaining u and w, respectively. For example, let u = v3 and w = v4 in R, 
of Fig. 1. Then U is a path with V(U) = { vl, 19, v3}, and W is a cycle w.ith 
v(w)= (v4, VS, hi, v7}9 
Assume G is a graph with bridge (u, w), IV(U)1 = kl, IV< w)I = k2, and 1 V(G)1 = n = 
kl + k2. Fig. 1 illustrates how a@; G) can be deduced i. xn a@; CI) aud a(w; w) 
(where u = v3 and w = IQ). One can assume the vertices of G are label!ed so that 
V(V) I”‘ VI, v.)2, . . ., VA,} and V(W) = { vki+ ,, l . . , IQ,+~,= v,). Let (vi,, ~~2, .$ : ;likl) and 
(vi’19 Y . . . , t+Q be sequential labellings of U and !a_ i~sp~~iiw~y, where vi1 = u 
and vi’1 = W. Choose any S c { 1,2, .. . , n) su,ch that ISI = kl and 1 E S, ssy 
S=(1=n~,n2,...,n~,}withn~<ni+~.Createar.n-tuple(P~,P~,...,Pn)with V(G)= 
IPI, P2s l ‘* 9 p,) as follows. Let pi =pn, = IQ, pn, = v,~, . . . , ps, = Vi&,, and select he 
remaining p’s so that per = Vitc and pb= vi’d with a< b iBI@yiIlg that C<b, cleatly 
CP1,P%-*r p&is a sequential l belling of G since (~~1, v,a . . . , v&J and (Us, vm . . . , v& 
are sequential labeUingst I is equally clear that any sequential labell@ of G 
beginning atu can be so obtained from sequential labellings of Umd Wbcginning 
at u and w, respectively. Thus the next heorem has heen proven. 
Theorem3. IfGisagraph wi?h bridge@, w), Iv(U)l=kl, IP’i(W)!=k~ ond~y(o)I= 
n = kl + kz, then a@; G)=o(u; U), u(w; IV). (41:). 
, Coru!lary 4 af G is a graph with bridge (u, w), IV(U)1 = kl and IV(w)t = kg, thea 
a(w; G) = a(u; G) 8 k2/kl. 
Corollary 5. Assume T is a tree with u 1 in the (branch weight) centmid of T, and let 
q, u2, l **9 uk beapath in T. Thencr(ul; T)ro(u~; T)>tr@; T)>->u(uk; T) witlt 
a(~,; T) = a(u2; T) if and only if u2 is also a cent&d. 
In particular, function o is maximized at a vertex u in a tme ifand on& iffunction 
bw is minimized at u, 
Corollary 6. For any tree T vertex u is an accretion center ifand only ifu is a cm- 
troid. 
The important thing to observe for Corollaries 4and 5 is that the structure of U 
and W is irrelevant. Only 1 V( U)l and IV( IV)1 matter in determining the relative values 
of o(u; G) and a(w; G). For example, for (~3, v~) = (M, w) E&G*) one has Iv(U)1 = 3 
and 1 Vi W)l = 4. . 
In graph G2 of Fig. 2 one has d(v,) = d(v2) = 11 end d(va) = 12, so that distance 
function d makes v1 and v2 more central than v3. However, Q(vz; Gz) = a(~,; Gz) = 
11,760 and a( ~3; G2) = 13,440, so that sequential labelling function cr makes v3 more 
central than v1 and ~2. 
Fig. 2. A graph in which the centrality of two vertices i  reversed by functions d and a. 
While the value of a(v; G) can grow quite rapidly as IV(G)1 increases, the next 
three elementary esults can be used to easily compute o(v; Cl?). The degree of 
VE V(G), denoted eg(v), equals the number of vertices adjacent with v. 
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om7. un=IY(G& thetw(v;@)=(n-l)! ifantfonlyifdeg(v)=n-1, 
Suppose SS y(o), and let s denote a vertex not in V(G). Let G(S) denote the 
graph obtained from G by c&lapsing S to a single vertex. That is, 1 y(G(S))I = n - 
~J+lwtthY(Oo)=(Y(O)-S)W{~};ifrrandv~inY(6)-S,then(u,v)~E(G(S)) 
if and only if (K v) E@(G); and if u e V(G) 0 - S, then (4 s) E B(G(S)) if and only if 
forat~onewcESonc~I(rc,w)e~G).IfrbesctofvcrticesadjacenttovinGis 
N(v)= (WJ2I **es Mb), let St bc tk vc*?tcx in G(( V, 1(i)) corresponding t0 {V, Ui}*Let 
A(v)=Nl(v)U{v}. Noting that if v is the fust vertex of a sequential labelling of G, 
then one of the verticm in N(v) is second, suffices to prove the next result. 




Fig. 3. Computing o(v2; Ga). 
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Thle above figure, Fig. 3, illustrates how to use these resuhs to compute a(~; G)* 
The undarkened vertex indicates the vertex at which d is being evaluated. 
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